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• Known ‘behaviour’
• ‘Easy’ to model (can be 

parameterised)
• Cost and capacity are tangible

1) Flexible plant

2) Networks

3) Storage

4) DSR

Solutions

• Harder to ‘model’
• What is the cost / value



Storage	vs.	Flexible	Demand

based	on	Strbac 2012
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Responsiveness
to time-varying pricing 
Low Carbon London Learning Lab 



Area	of	high	pressure
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Problem: Solution:
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42	Households	at	5:30pm

based	on	HES	data

1) People are	not	homogeneous
2) Days are	not	homogeneous
3) Energy uses	are	not	homogeneous



£ 800,000 
per MWh



Your	daily	load	profile

Flat	tariff
ToU tariff

5pm	 7pm

Would	a	you	pick	this	ToU tariff?
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Two	types	of	agency

Appliances
• Battery
• Storage	heater
• Dishwasher
• Washing	machine

People
• Activities
• Practitioners
• Provisions
• Norms

Storage based Service based



Eight	types	of	flexibility

• Reduce load

• Substitute vector

• Shift forward

• Shift backwards

• Shift activity in time

• Substitute activity

• Substitute metabolic energy

• Substitute practitioner

Appliance led Activity led

P. Grünewald. Flexibility in supply and demand. 
DEMAND Centre Conference, Lancaster, 13-15 April 2016



8	ways	of	
not	having	a	cup	of	tea



5)	Have	it	later	(or	earlier)

6)	Have	a	beer	instead

7)	Rub	your	hands	together

8)	Go	to	a	cafe

1) Less	powerful	kettle

2) Smart	kettle

3) Use	gas	instead

4) More	efficient	kettle
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Figure 3: Shift modes and their e�ect on load profiles

1. Load reduction: A reduction of load can be achieved with more e�cient
appliances or ‘smart’ automated features.
E�ciency measures have persistent and long lasting e�ects on load profiles.
As illustrated in Figure 3a, the reduction in load resulting from e�ciency is
persistent, notwithstanding possible rebound e�ects (Sorrell 2007). For example,
the roll out of more e�cient lighting has contributed to a reduction in peak
demand, especially because the timing of lighting coincides with peak demand
periods (see Figure 2). (Boardman 2014)
Smarter use of electricity could facilitate the avoidance of waste. An example
could be a motion sensitive light that switches o� when no person is around.
This energy is not so much shifted, as it is avoided altogether or ‘shifted to
infinity’ (Figure 3a).
2. Substitute energy vector or location: An alternative means to achieve
an indefinite displacement of load is to shift towards an alternative form of
energy or relocate the use of energy. A switch of fuel could be provided in the
form of a dual fuel boiler or heating system that automatically switches between
electricity and gas. The switch of vector need not have any bearing on the service
provision itself. It does however require redundancy of capacity in the system
(including it’s supply infrastructure).
Many households already have (and routinely make) a choice between energy
vectors, when choosing between electric kettles or gas fired hobs to boil water.
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METER
Energy-use.org eci

Environmental Change Institute

Attach the electricity recorder 
Find your electricity meter and follow the 
instructions on the case of the recorder

Have a play with the activity recorder
Start by telling us about you in the survey
Then try to record your first activity here
You can practice a little before the day

On Monday at 5pm

When done
1) Remove the electricity recorder
2) Collect all activity recorders
3) Put in the white envelope and drop in a letterbox

In your pack you will find

What you can do now

Electricity recorder
to fit under your meter, with 
instructions on the case

Activity recorder
and instruction booklet
for anyone older than 8

The booklet shows 
you how it works

HelpYouHome

What I did ...

Help
You

Home

What I did ...

Record your activities 
from 5pm until 9pm the next day 
The more the better - for 25 entries 
you earn  

1
2

Funded by

Questions? 
If you are unsure about the process, 
please contact us
Thank you!
We are grateful for your contribution 
to this research study and hope you 
enjoy taking part
Your Meter Team 
meter@energy.ox.ac.uk
@EnergyUseUK
Energy-Use.org
01865 275864

Prepaid return envelope
Please send the recorders back 
even if you choose not to use them



HelpYouHome

Screen[Title]

Activity[Title]
Activity[Icon]

What I didHot drink at 2:20pm

b) Set time c) Location d) Other people e) Enjoymenta) Homef) Edit



Home
Outdoors
Work
Public Place
Travel
Elsewhere

Personal
Joint
Work
Food
Appliances
Customise

Next...
Prepare
Lay of clear
Eat
Snack
Hot drink

Cold meal
Hot meal
Baking
Lay table

Next...

Next...
Oven
Hob
Microwave
Kettle
Toaster

No one
1
2
3
4
More

Very much
Somewhat
So so
Not much
Not at all
Skip

Location Activity Other people Enjoyment

3	selections	à discriminate	216	options	(…1,296…)



Let	the	data	gathering	begin

50	electricity	recorders
150	activity	recorders

147	households	completed
Typical	turnaround	~2weeks

Marina	Diakonova





Step	1:	Create	a	baseline

Step	2:	Prod	for	flexibility



What	makes	you	flexible?

• Warning	period?
• A	nudge?
• ‘Smart’	appliances?
• ‘Good’	appliances?
• Knowing	what	‘others’	do?
• Being	on	your	own?
• New	options?
• Or	simply	money?



Thank you

Davide Zilli Jessica	Bernard Adriano	Matousek Marina	Diakonova Russ	Layberry

Energy-use.org


